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FOREWORD

This document is one of a series of candidates for inclusionin a

futurerevision of MSC-04217, '_pace ShuttleGuidance. Navigation and

Control Design Equations". The.enclosed has been prepared under

NAS9-I0268, Task No. 15-A, "GN& C FlightEquation Specification.Sup-

port!',and applies-tofunctioni of the Statlon-Keeping, Docking, and

_" Undocking Guidance Module (OG4) as defined.inMSC,03690, Hey..B,

_: '_pace ShuttleOrbiter Guidance, Navigation and.ControlSoftware Ftme-
:%

tionalRequirements = Verticallq'1ight-Operations",dated 15 December

- 1971.

_" Gerald M Le_vlne,Director

APOLLO Space Guidance Analysis Division
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NOMENCLATURF

Notational Conventions

* Upper-ca__.e._l.etters represent matrices

• Lower-case and Greek letters reaen_ed.for..scslar_

and vectors

• Vector quantities are underlined, e.g. _x

* Vectors.are assumed to be.column vectors

unless explicitlynoted

Sy bo1
A Dummy..2 x 2 matrix used in veloclty-correction

computations

a Elements of A

B Dummy 2 x 2 matrix used in velocity-correction computations

b Elements of B

=: C Dummy 2 x 2 matrix used in velocity-cerrectioncomputations i
]

c Elements of C

?i

d Dummy variable used in velocity-correction com-

putations

_.. h_c Height of desired station-keeping limit cycle

" iRL Unit vector along r (local-vertical coordinates)

V

L
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_taw _............... Unit veeto,..along._r !workshop-fixed coordinates)

iNW Unit vector normal to station-keeping cone boundary
(workshop-fixed coordinates)

.- i XWL_.

-£ YWL' Workshop-fixed frame.unit, vectors (IonaL-.ve_tical .....

i ZWL coordinates)

[- k Midc ours e---correction fractions

:" ML. W Transformation matrix, frorrvlocal.-ve_tioal to workshop-
: -- fixed coordinates

Z

ML_ P Transformation matrix from local-vertical to stable-
member coordinates

"; . q, _ Dummy test variables used in boundary avofdanoe

--- calculations

r Shuttle position w. r. t. workshop (stable-member

_ �coordinates)

_. r L Shuttle position w. r.t. workshop (local-vertical

.. coordinates)

Shuttle l_sition workshop (workshop coordinates)...... rw. ................................. w._.t.

2-

2. rXZ Magnitude of component of P in workshop frame

"2. X_Zplane

_-, • rMi N LoWer limit on rW along workshop Y-axis for which

_,, __ boundary,avoidance velocity.corrections may be required

rDL Desired target pesition for orbiter w. r.t. workshop

at terminal time t F

L
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.. SOp _ ........... Switcb used to select out-of-plane guidmlce mode

SVCOR R Switch set at unity if velocity correction is required

_ Smode Switch to select current mode of operation of routine

enutF Switch-set at unity when new tF is required

t r Current time

tF Terminal time.for current.guidance limitcycle

v L Shuttlevelocityw. r.t. workshop (local-vertical

coordinates)

VDN Velocity-correctionlevelused for boundary avoidance

Ymin Lowest part on desired limitcycle w. r.t. workshop

(alongverticalaxis)

__ z MAX Maximum desired out-of-plane distance for orbiter

z MIN Minimum desired out-of-plane distance for orbiter

7.
z 0 Dummy variable

- _cW Workshop angular velocity (stable-member coordinates)

O Dummy vaPiable equal to &CW.(tF.-. t)

t" Dummy time interval (t n = tn. 1)

Lower limiton computed velocity-correctlonmagnitude
_" 5V min

"_ 5v L Required velocity correction (local-vertical coordinates)

: Oz Station_k_eping cone half angle

bi
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6 vXL,

5 vyL, Components of 5v L

5 Vz:L

Speclal Notation

( )' A_p1"_.orl estimated value p r!o_...to.._m.._ea@...u£emg_u.t-..........

incorporation

( ) _nsemble average of ( )

] ( )I Magnitude of.( )

( )T • Transpose.of .(._).

unit (__) Unit vector for (__)

- . viii
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I. IN_Et)D/Jt2.T_tON
"°

The purpose of the station-keeping guidance system is to automatically keep

one orbiting vehicle within a prescribed zone fixed with respect to another orbiting

vehicle. The active vehicle, i, e. the one,perforMing the station-keeping maneuvers.

-. is referred to as the shuttle.--The other passive orbiting vehicle is denoted as the

workshop. The passive vehicle ts-.assumed to be in a low-eccentricity near-earth

orbit ...........

_" The primary navigation sensor considered-.ts a gtrnballed tracking radar lo-

cated on.board theshuttle. It provides data on relative range and range rate be-

"- tw.aen-the two vehicles. AIS_ measured are the shaft and trunnion axes gimbal an-

gles. An inertialmeasurement.unit (IMU) is assumed to.heprovided on.board the

-_ orbiter, q:heIMU is used at alltimes to.provldean attitudereference-forthe re-

- hicle. The iMU accelerometers are used periodicallyto monitor the-veloclty-cor-

Z rectionburns appiled to the shuttleduring the station-keepingmode,

"- The guidance system presented here is capable of station-keepingthe shuttle

inany arlSitrarypositionwith respect to the..workshop, This.objectlveis accomp-

lishedby perlodicallyapplying velocity-correctionpulses to the shuttle. These

velocitycorrections are computed by the guidance routine with the objectiveof

minimizing the average expenditure of propellant(by the shuttle)per orbit,

7 l-I
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2, FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM

A functional flow diagram for the station-keeplng guidance routine is shown
,Z

i_ in Figure 1. The overall structure of the routine is simple and straight-forward.

There are two basic subroutines: one is used for computing the normal velocity

corrections (Smode =i} and.the smail midcourse corrections (anode = 2); the .

i other is used for computing boundary-avoidance velocity corrections. The guidance-
" routine.call times and mode selection are accomplishedby the Station-Keeping l_x-

ecutive Routine (Ref. 7).

"- Both suSroutines r.se relative position and velocity (shuttle w. r.t. workshop}

from the Station-Keeping.Navigation Routine (Ref. 6) as a basis for computing the

required velocity corrections. Local-vertical coordinates are used in the normal

_: and midcottrse-correct/on modes, workshop fixed coordinates are used in the

boundary-avoidance mode. in-plane and out, of-plane vclocity._orreetions are com-

puted separately in the.normal 3nd,midcourse correction rhodes.
rU-
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Boundary ..........

lance velocity [ [correction corn- 1
putations ]{correctlon corn-|

[ putatlon _
[

Out-of- plane ve-
Ioclty correction
computations

Figure 1.. Station-Kee_ing Guidance Ro'_tine,
= Functional Flow Diagramy-
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3. INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES

Input Varlablea

_r Shuttlepositionw, r.t. workshop (stable-member coordinates)

r_L Sh.lttlepos_':ionw, r.t. workshop (iocal-vertlcalcoordinates) ....

r D L Terminal (or target)pointposition of orbiter w. r.t. work-

shop (local-vertical coordinates)

v L Shuttle velocity w.r.t, workshop (local-vertical coordinates)

ML. W Transformation matrix from local-verticalto workshop

coordinates (desired statlon-keepingzone unitvectors)

ML.I_ ..........Transformation matrix from local-verticalto stable-member
coordinates

tF Desired shuttlearrivaltime at current terminal point

SnutF Switch to indicatewhen new tF must be computed

t Present time

-_W Workshop angular-velocityvector (stable-member coordinates)

Guidance routine mode selector switch
S_node

Sop G .......Out--of_-plansguidance mode selector,switch

Output Variables

SVCOR R Switch whlch-indicatesWhether a velocitycorrection is re-

quired (0 = no, I= yes )

"- _ _v Required station-keepingvelocitycorrection (stable-member

coordinates)

•._ 3-i
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4. DESCR[I'TION OF EQUATIONS

4. i General Informati_nl

The statlon-ko_ping guidance routine is capable of maintaining an active ve-

hicle (shuttle) in a small zone which may be arl_ltruriiy located with respect to a

passive orbiting vehicle (workshop). The passive vehicle is assumed to be in a low-

eccentricity orbit around tl_e earth. The statiou-keeping is accomplished by the

periodic appl£cation of small velocity-correction pulses. The size and location of

the station-keeping zone are specified as program constants and input variables

(e.g. htc, Ymin'._Z' Zmax' Zmin' rDL)"

The guidance routine has three primary modes: (D normal station-keeping.

(2) midcourse correction, and (3) boundary avoidance.. In the normal mode the

velocity corrections required to hold the shuttle in the specified zone w. r.t. the

workshop are computed. In typical situations these corrections are relatively small

(e. g. 2-5 it/see or-less). The magnitude and frequency of these corrections is

dependent on the size and location of the station-keeping zone. The midcourse-

correction mode uses essentially the same relations as the normal mode. The

basic idea here is that by applying small velocity core^etions in between the normal

velocity-correction times, the total velocity-correction propellant expenditure may

be reduced....In the boundary-avoidance mode, special tests are made to see if the

shuttle is outside of the station-keeping zone and heading away from it. Appropriate

velocity-correction pulses are applied to the orbiter to return it to the desired zone.

The times at which each mode of the station-keeping guidance routine Is called

are determined by the Station-Keeping Executive Routine (Ref. 7).

Three coordinate systems are used in.the station-keeping guidance routine:

(1) stable-member, (2) local-vertical, and (3) workshop-fixed coordinates. All

three systems are orthogonal right-handed systems. The relationships between

these frames are shown in Figure 2. The stable-member system is fixed w. r. t.

the inertial nleasurement unit (IMU). The local-vertical system rotates with the

workshop, as shown in Figure 2, with its X-axis along the local vertical and its

Z-axis along the workshop-orbit angular-momentum vector. The normal-mode

and midcourse-correction computations in the guidance routine are done pri-

marily in this local-vertical frame. The workshop-fixed frame is fixed w. r.t. the

desired station-keeping zone. The boundary-avoidance mode computations in the

guidance routine are performed in this frame.

4.2 Normal Guidance Mode

The analytical development of the basic gtfldance concept has been extensively

documented in Refs. [ and 3 for AAP missions, and in Fief. 2 for SSV missions.

4-1
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P-Frame: inertial reference

YL L-Frame. localverticalatworkshop

Station-Keeping Yp W-Frame:fixedto workshop

Zone\

xw
= 8°wwo_,,o,-;-_.'_,V/ x_._

Orloltal.Rate _'_%'_/ . -

f__w_- Workshop

Figure 2. Station-ket:ping 8ysttml Relative Geometry

-: Station-KeepingAboveWorkshop(YCL> O)

YL

shuttle"4..
approach- -,_ &Vy

.:_ trajectory \ YCL\

:.. &V¥=velocityImpulse
• appliedat top I

: to maintain........ _L YMIN......-! Iimltcycle -- -

desiredj _w_ ._.

: limit cycle XL-_._

"",--Workshop

i'_ Figure 3, G_-omutry for Guidance Limit Cycles
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Fxtcnsivc performanee data 18 given in these r_ferences. It is must convenient tt_

consider the in-plane and out-of-plane guidance equations separately. This ap-

proach will be followed here.

The in-plane problem will be considered first. The basic idea is to put the

shuttle on a trajectory that will terminate at a specified position w. r, t, the work-

:::- shop (rDL) at a fixed terminal time (tF). A typical llmlt-cycle trajectory is

_ shown in Figure 3 for the case where the atation-keeplng zone is above and in
front

of the workshop.

_. The. terminal time (t F ) is based on the desired limit-cycle trajectory

li i height (htc) and desired minimum altitude of shuttle w.r.t, the workshop (Ymin).

The basle relation is (Ref. 2):

2 / 6 Ytc ' (I)

tF=t+ toW V +49Ymi n htc

where t is the current time, and toW is the workshop's angular velocity.

The required correction (6v L) that must be made to the current shuttle

velocity (V_L) in order for the vehicle to arrive at the position (rDL) at the

terminal time tF is computed in a straight-furward manner (Refs. I and 2).

i- The basic relation is

i 8v L-- @RV "1 (t, tF)[rDL- @RR (t, t F)_rL]-vL (2)

where r L and v L represent the position and velocity of the shuttle w. r.t. the

: workshop, expressed in local-vertical coordinates.

= The matrices @I_V and 4_RR are aubmatrices of the matrix _',, which is
- used to extrapolate the shuttle state w. r.t. the workshop torward in time, using

-: local-vertical coordinates. The relation is

where tn. 1 and tn are arbitrary times (t n > tn. l). The detailed relations for

@RR ' @RV' @VR and @VV are given in Refs. (1) and (2) as a function of workshop

- angular velocity (to w) and the time interval from tn. 1 to t n (referred to as r).

ti-
2

L

2
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Is the detailed flow diagram for the guidance routine (Figure ,i) the required

are represented byelements of _R_-- and _R__ the matrices A, B, C, and

the dummy variable d.

Two out-of-planeguidance modes are provided (Rof. 2). Iftiledesired sta-

tion-keeping zone is centered inthe workshop orbitalplane, then Eqs. (2)end (3)

can be Reed to compute the required velocitycorrection ( 6v ZL )' The basic

equation in this case is simply:

8VzL-- " °)WrL, 2 cot8 - VL, 2 (4)

where rL, 9. and VL, 2 az:ethe out-of-planecomponents of shuttlepositionand

velocityw. r.t. the workshop. The quantity 0JW is the workshop's angular ve-

loeltyw. r.t. the earth. The dummy variable 8 is given by:

0 _-w W(t F- t) (5)

where t F is the desired arrival time at the termlnai or target point.

If, on the other hand, it is desired that the station-keeping zone be displaced

from the workshop orbltai plane, then the required velocity correction (Ref. 2) is

given by

8vzL  wJZ max< l wsigu'Zmin'vL2'°'
The parameters Zma x and zmi n specifythe desired maximum and minimum

displacements Of the shuttlew. r.t. the workshop in tbe out-of-planedirection. 2*

velocity correction is applied only if ] rL, 2 [ is less than Zmi n aild the relative

velocityis such as decreases [rL, 2 [ stillfurther (i.e,VL, 2 rL, 2 is nega-
tive).

The boundary-avoldance guidaSce scheme assumes an inverted truncated

cone as the daalredstation-keeplng zone.• The apex of the cone isat the workshop,

and the cone's axis (IyW L) is assumed fixedw. r,t. the workshop. The lower

boundary of the zone is specifiedby the parameter rml n which is itsminimum

distance from the workshop. Tllesize of the Station-keepiltgzone is specifiedby

the cone halfangle (9Z "

4-4.
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_" Two boundary-avoidance testaare made. First, ifthe shuttleis too close to

the workshop (rW, I< rmin) and itsveloeltyistakingitinwards the shuttle,then

a correction is required. The shuttlein thiscase Is given a preaelectedvelocity

.__." (VDN) away from the workshop. This is accomplished by a velocity correction

,$

:_. 5v L = (VDN - Vw, i )iYW L (7)
C

where iyW L is a unit vector along the workshnp-frame Y.=a-xia (atatien-keeping

zone cone axis), and rw, I and Vw, 1 are the components of relative position and
velocity along this axis.

Next, a test is made to see if the shuttle is inside the desired-zone. The teat

,: quantity (q) is computed from:

q -" iRW, l - cos 0Z (8)

•.-: A second test is now made to see if the shuttle's velocity is directed away from the

± zone's center line, i.e. the angle between r W and the cone's axis is increasing.
The test quantity _ is given by:

=[Vw, l - (v w •iaw) iRW, t ] (9)

"-'--': If both q and _ are negative, then the shuttle's component of velocity (w. r. t,

the workshop) in the direction normal to the station-keeping cone boundary (_[ NW)

is given u prespecified value of...VDN, directed in tnwards the cone axis. The re-
quired velocity correction to accomplish this is (Ref. 1).

6Zw --(vDN..:Vw.: tNw) ANW _10)

where the required velncity correction 6v w is in workshop-fixed coordinates as

is the relative velocity (VW).

4-_
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: 5. DETAILED FLOW DIAGRAMS

A detailed flow diagram is shown for the Statlon-Keeping Guidance Routine ....

.T in Figure 4. To operate tflis routioe, navigation information is required from tim

_ Station-Keeping Navigation Noutine (Ref. 8). The mode selection and routine-call

times for both the Station-Keeping Guidance anti-.Navigation Routines are controlled

- by the Station-Keeping Executive Routine (Ref. 7).

7.

5-1
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PI{OGHAM CONSTAN'I_ INI)[YF VARIABLES

Zmax' rmin' VDN' 5Vmin' '_mnde' _-W' tF' t, r, i_'DL,t2l , ]

0 Z, k, Zmi n, h_c, Ymtn VL ' MI,.W, ML.p ' sOPG' Hnutl,._ jL

SVCORtl = 0
_v = 0

No (k'igure_- 4el _i_'
I 6 h. -_

= ,, _c

t F t +_-2_W _ 9Ymi n + 4 h_c

SnutF 0

= 8 (1 - cosO) - 30sin O

sin O, - 2+2 cos 0 \A = 2-2 cos 0. 4 sin0- 3 0)

0, 4- 3eose ]

c : (% %' S°bi+lb3_ a 2 b 0' a 2b[ +a 3b 3]

_W
"-_-'- dVxL="_-[a0 rDl,,0 �º�rDL,I"Co rL, o" Cl rL, l]- vL, O

¢0w
c 2 rL. 0 - c 3 rL.i]- VL. II-'-- 6vyL :_[a2 rDL, 0 �a3 rDL. I

!

Figure 4a. Station-Keeping Guidance,
Detailed Flow Diagram

:.'.
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Yes

," 5v L : (VDN , VW, Ii._iyW L

6v-:ML'p _VL I

- t

.
...: ............................................................................... i .........__

i

.. • Figure 4c. Station-Keeping Guidance,

} i_ Detailed Flow DiaRram
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Y
I q = fRW, I" cos 6 Z_ = [ Vw, 1 - (v w • _iRW) IRW , I ]

_ No _

.T rrw 0c°S-_zI I r W 2c°s OZ"

= | t isin_8ZI _ -
- Nw

L rxz I _XZ

5v W = (VDN - vW. iNW) iNV,

6v" _v w_ = ML_ F MW- L

6v -- 6v' +
6Z'_+__W x _r

Figure 4d. Station-Keeping Guldatlce,
Detailed Flow Diagram

5=5
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Figure 4e. Station-Keeping Guidance,
l_tailed Flow Diagram
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_, SUPPLEM_-NTARY INFORMATION i

The guidance concept has been oxtenBively studied for both AAP and 8paee-

shuttle misatons (Role, 1-6). Detailed descriptions of.the guidance eystem are ::

given in the referenced documents a_ong with system-performance data, For the

typical etatlon_keeping ranges studied, i. e, 1000 ft or leBs, the average velocity

correction required was about.10 ft/eee/orbit for station-keeping above, and about

0.5 ft/sec/orblt for etation-keeping _u front ....

6-1
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